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Abstract. The organization of crop cultivation practices is still far from completion, and Web Resources
are not used adequately. This paper proposed a method, based on SVM, to organize the knowledge of crop
cultivation practices efficiently from Web Resources. The knowledge organization method of crop
cultivation was proposed with Good Agricultural Practices (GAP) in the application of the crop cultivation
practices. It is that how to organize the existing crop cultivation knowledge, according to the requirements
of crop cultivation practices. It mainly includes a text classification method and a search strategy on the
knowledge of crop cultivation. For the text classification method, it used a text classification method based
on SVM Decision Tree; for the search strategy, it used a strategy, organized by Ontology and custom
knowledge bases. The experiment shows that performance of the proposed text classification method and
the knowledge organization method with wheat, is workable and feasible.
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Introduction

The amount of information about the knowledge of crop cultivation in Web pages is huge and the
information is disorganized, so that it is a big workload to organize the related knowledge and not
sufficient to use it, resulting in a number of waste of the useful resources. So it is a meaningful thing to
organize the related knowledge [1].
To solve these problems, a lot of methods were proposed both at home and abroad. However,
these methods [2] only collect the content from the Web Resource, not classifying the collected content
and getting what we truly need. The search engine is a retrieval tool for the network information, but
the performance of traditional search engine is unsatisfactory [3]. By analyzing Web documents to get
the related knowledge, Text mining, as an important branch of data mining, can help have a better use
of Web knowledge, based on information retrieval, data mining and knowledge management and so on.
This paper proposed a method on how to organize the knowledge for more effectively organizing
and analyzing the documents about the related knowledge. This method involved in how to classify the
documents and set the search strategies on the knowledge of crop cultivation.

2

The knowledge organization method

2.1

Knowledge characteristics analysis

The complexity of crop cultivation brings about the complexity of the related knowledge organization,
and there is not a very clear knowledge or practice to guide the process of crop cultivation. However,
the current research for crop cultivation practices, mainly combined with Good Agricultural Practices
(GAP), has also had some progress. In this paper, it mainly referred the document “Combinable crops
control points and compliance criteria” in GAP as required.
With the analysis of GAP as a prerequisite, it divided the process of crop cultivation into three
phases: pre-production, in-production and post-production. The pre-production mainly consisted of
land selection and seed selection. The land selection mainly referred the land type, the time of sowing
and so on, and the seed selection mainly referred varietal characteristics, suitable areas for planting,
output, resistance, price and so on. The in-production mainly referred sowing and seedling raising,
fertilization, irrigation, pest and disease control and so on. For different crops in different areas, the
detailed operating of crop cultivation may be different. For example, some crops just need seedling
raising, not sowing; the crop cultivation in outdoor and greenhouse is different. The post-production
mainly consisted of agricultural harvest, storage and so on.

2.2

The knowledge organization model

Although the knowledge of crop cultivation is numerous and messy with the above analysis, it has
certain law so that we can organize it with the knowledge of GAP. The following graphic shows this
method.
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Fig.1. Knowledge organization model of crop cultivation

As shown in Fig.1，the kernel of this model is the text classification method and a search strategy on
the related knowledge of crop cultivation. For the strategy in this model, it mainly includes the retrieve
key provided by Ontology knowledge database and self-defining knowledge database. For the search
strategy for Ontology knowledge database, it is domain Ontology built in accordance with the request

of GAP; for the search strategy for self-defining knowledge database, its setting rule is that the key in
the self-defining knowledge database can stand for the most common characteristics in some category.
Taking the wheat as an example, the key in the search strategy of pest and disease control stands for
the following: the symptom and their solutions. These solutions mainly refer the irrigation time, the
irrigation methods and so on. Because the setting of the search strategy directly affects the accuracy
rate of the related knowledge retrieve, we should analyze a lot of related texts, and summarize the most
common characteristics of these texts, then make the related search strategy, using the key which can
best represent the characteristics.

3

Text classification method of crop cultivation

This paper proposed the text classification method with actual demand and text classification algorithm,
based on the knowledge characteristics of crop cultivation. Firstly, collect the sample texts on the
knowledge on crop cultivation; then get the training model of the text classification through training the
samples; Finally classify the related texts and get the categories of the related knowledge. The
following graphic shows the knowledge classification model of crop cultivation.
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Fig.2. Knowledge classification model of crop cultivation

3.1

Support Vector Machine (SVM)

Based on the minimization principle to structure risk, SVM is a non-linear method. It maps the limited
training data(Input Vector) to high dimension feature space, resulting in transforming the problem of
the non-linear separability in the sample spaces into the problem of linear separability in the
characteristic spaces. In other words, it is how to search the best linear classification Hyperplane. For
the finding this Hyperplane, SVM is realized by the Support Vector (SV) and the decision boundary.

3.2

The text classification ideology and algorithm

Through analyzing the related knowledge characteristic of crop cultivation, we know that the
knowledge classification is the multi-class issue. As we know, SVM can only solve the two-class
classification, so that we need graft many SVMS onto one to realize the knowledge classification of

crop cultivation.
Through analyzing the flaws of algorithm and the related knowledge characteristics, this paper
proposed a method, combined binary decision tree with SVM, to realize the related knowledge
classification of crop cultivation. Every non-leaf node refers to a SVM classifier and every leaf node
refers to the final classified category. The text classification algorithm of crop cultivation, and the
algorithm were described as Fig.3 and Fig.4 [11-12]:
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Results and discussions

The text classification of crop cultivation is the kernel of the related knowledge organization.
According to the actual requirement of the related document arrangement, this paper divided the crop
cultivation into six critical control points: land selection, seed selection(seedling raising),fertilization,
irrigation, pest and disease control ,harvest. It extracted the related content, using the knowledge of
Web crawling and Web analysis, finally classified the content, and made these documents be the
training samples in experiment.
It mainly adopt the recall ratio(r) and the precision ratio(p) to evaluate the quality of text
classification, and it also refers to the comprehensive evaluation indexes of the recall ratio and
precision ratio[10]:F1,its mathematical formula is: F1=

r  p2
r p

[10].

Taking the pest and disease control of wheat as an example. For the search strategy of the pest and
disease control, it mainly includes the symptoms of pest and disease control, the name of the medicines,
the usage and dosage of the medicines and so on. Let the number of the related texts about the pest and
disease control be num2; Let the number of the related texts about the pest and disease control of wheat
be num2; Let the number of the texts including all of the search strategies on the pest and disease
control of wheat be num3.
Let M be the reference values of the specialists, and the specific definition of M is that it is the ratio
of the number of the text, including all of the search strategy in a category, and the number of the
related texts in a category. It is shown by the definition of M , M =num3 / num1.It shows the result of
the experiment about the text classification method of crop cultivation and the knowledge organization
method of the pest and disease control to wheat in the following table1.
Table1. Result of the text classification and the knowledge organization method of the pest and disease control to
wheat
categories

Training samples

p

r

F1

num1

num2

num3

M

Land selection and preparation

205

87.3%

86.5%

86.9%

×

×

×

×

Seed selection and seedling raising

170

93.2%

93.0%

93.1%

×

×

×

×

Fertilization

205

95.8%

96.1%

95.9%

×

×

×

Irrigation

160

90.6%

89.7%

90.1%

×

×

×

×

Pest and disease control

263

91.5%

89.5%

90.5%

113

40

12

0.107

Harvest

200

94.1%

95.4%

94.7%

×

×

×

×
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Conclusions

On the premise of the related knowledge characteristics analysis of crop cultivation, this paper
proposed the knowledge organization model of the crop cultivation. In this model, it mainly described
the principle how to set the search strategy and the SVM-Based text classification ideology and
algorithm. This paper had the related test. The experiment result shows that the organization method is
workable and feasible, and it can effectively provide the data for the document arrangement of crop
cultivation practices. The experiment result also shows that it needs a lot of data to achieve the

effectiveness, or the effectiveness is not apparent.
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